Analysis of the Accommodation Density in Coastal Tourism Areas of Insular Destinations from the Perspective of Overtourism
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Abstract: Accommodation saturation is transcendental in island destinations; especially when we include it in the sustainability paradigm. A coastal tourism area is considered saturated when tourists feel the area is overbuilt. This can lead to unpleasant experiences that decrease tourist satisfaction—diminishing the competitiveness of the destination. This issue is especially relevant in insular areas. However, estimating optimal levels of accommodation density is complex, with many conceptual, methodological and operational controversies. Moreover, there is a lack of measurement data and assessment standards at the micro-local scale. The main objective of this paper is to analyse tourist accommodation density because it is commonly used to measure the level of saturation in urban coastal tourism areas. The intention is to identify from the perspective of overtourism, the weaknesses of using tourist accommodation density as a parameter to assess the urban saturation of coastal tourism areas located in the destination, the Canary Islands, Spain. A systematic method of observation and interpretation is employed to examine the use of density indicators and assess their efficiency. The main conclusion is to determine the optimal accommodation density. In order to achieve this, we must consider more than just the pressure and condition indicators; we also have to examine other related responses to the behaviour of the demand and, more specifically, the level of satisfaction of the tourists. The objective of this work is to evaluate the weaknesses of using tourist bed places as an indicator of the level of saturation in a coastal tourism area.
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1. Introduction

“Overcrowding”, “saturation” or “congestion” of a tourist destination, area, space or even a more localized place, are pejorative descriptions that refer to the negative influence of tourism on the perceived quality of life of local residents and/or the experiences of visitors [1]. In line with the geographic perspective of the definition of tourism destination provided by the World Tourism Organization [2], one of the essential characteristics of coastal urban tourism spaces is the spatial concentration of tourist accommodations and of equipment, infrastructure and leisure and service facilities, where tourists spend the night and carry out part or all of the activities they engage in during their stay. This territorial dimension of overcrowding gives rise to the concept of “accommodation saturation”, “accommodation overtourism” or “accommodation overcrowding”.

Using the World Tourism Organization’s doctrinal definition of carrying capacity [3] and, above all, the largely accepted definition put forth by Mathieson and Wall [4], who see it as “the maximum number of people who can use a recreational environment and without an unacceptable decline in the quality of the recreational experience”, accommodation saturation occurs when certain carrying
capacities of an urban-tourism space are deemed to be overloaded by tourist accommodations and accommodation places. In this way, it is related to a feeling of “overcrowding”.

From this perspective, qualifying a tourism area as “saturated” verifies the existence of a negative impact, understood as a change seen as undesirable by tourists; thus, it increases the difference between the perceived value and the expected value of the model developed by Kotler, Bowen y Makens [5]. This is because accommodation saturation in a tourism area has a decisive influence on how the tourist perceives its quality [6,7] or its perceptual quality [8,9]. Thus, using the definition of the psychological carrying capacity of tourists [9], a coastal tourism area could be considered saturated from the point of view of its tourist accommodations, when it reaches a minimum level of tourist satisfaction, so that the tourist’s interest (tolerance) is unacceptably altered.

The effects of crowding on evaluations of the experience, such as satisfaction, are similarly complex. The relationships between crowding perceptions and visitor satisfaction are not as yet clear [10]. Some authors report that perceptions of crowding can affect visitor satisfaction [11,12], especially in the case of sun and sand destinations [13]. Other studies report that although an increasing perception of crowding can have a negative effect on the quality of the tourist experience, it does not necessarily diminish visitors’ satisfaction [10].

In this context, measuring accommodation saturation in coastal urban-tourism spaces requires using a set of indicators; one of these is urban density. This is a legal technique for setting minimum physical parameters as quantifiable (and, therefore, objective) limits, as well as desirable characteristics or levels of facilities. In our case, the accommodation place becomes the true measure of tourism, as it is the basic reference for the surface area of green spaces, pools and sports facilities, etc., of a tourist accommodation. At the same time it defines a specific format of urbanization, even up to defining territorial models of tourism development [14,15]. This perspective approximates the issue of tourist density to that of the “overtourism”. This is because the tourism density is considered the main causes of overtourism and the most relevant indicators for your measurement [16].

However, determining the level of accommodation density in coastal tourism areas is complex and with numerous conceptual, methodological and operational controversies. This issue is even more relevant, if possible, for island destinations, because insularity provides certain areas specific, unique and permanent characteristics that differentiate them from continental destinations.

This paper is inserted in this context. It examines the weaknesses of using accommodation density to measure the level of urban saturation of a coastal tourism area, while also providing some conceptual and procedural questions to aid in its determination. To do so, a systematic method of observation, measurement and interpretation is applied which allows us to not only examine the use such density indicators, but also to evaluate their efficiency based on the evidence. In order to provide an applied (rather than speculative) dimension to the general statements presented, we base our work on the evidence found in the Canary Islands (Spain) destination. We believe that it is an innovative term, in that it not usually considered in the literature on overcrowding, overtourism or tourismphobia. The hypotheses for verification are following:

- Tourism accommodation density is the most relevant parameter to measure the level of urban overcrowding in a coastal tourism area. This indicator is significant because it determines when urban overcrowding in such areas reaches a point that is undesirable for tourists, when certain carrying capacities of the area are considered to be exceeded, because they are saturated with tourist accommodation establishments and bed places. Similarly, tourist accommodation density is used as an argument when overcrowding reaches levels that cause certain tourist destinations to enter the decline stage, following the normal life cycles; remember that urban and tourism planning instruments have introduced density control indexes in order to alleviate overtourism situations. That is why we still believe that it could be used to characterize coastal tourism areas. However, using this indicator leads to some complications.

- Tourism density is one of the main causes of overtourism. A coastal tourism area can be considered saturated by tourist accommodations when tourist satisfaction reaches a minimum level. In this
way, tourist satisfaction is a perception factor that can be used to estimate when a coastal tourism area is oversaturated with tourist accommodations when that minimum level is reached, to the point of being unacceptable. However, there is no direct correlation between accommodation density and level of satisfaction, at least in coastal tourism areas in the Canaries, as the high densities zones still produce high levels of satisfaction among tourists.

2. Tourist Accommodation Density and Overtourism

While the overtourism phenomenon is a relatively new term—in the public and academic debate on the negative consequences of tourism that was largely non-existent prior to 2017; it has been used in political debate, media reporting [17], arguments made by business lobbies and traditional businesspeople in the sector, the anti-tourism movements or ‘resistant identities’ [18] and has even entered the everyday language of the general public.

However, the phenomenon itself is not a new one, as problematic forms of tourism crowding. It emerged in public discourse and describes phenomena that were discussed in the scholarly literature long before the term became popular, with the debate on harmful effects of tourism going back to the 1960s [19]. Given that the studies exploring the pressure of tourism on local communities emerged in the 1970s, alongside discussions on the risks of destination saturation [3,20,21], overtourism is not a new problem [22], although, as mentioned, the term itself is relatively new. Therefore, even though some consider the term to be “fuzzy”, in that it is ill-defined, lacks clarity, and is highly difficult to operationalize [19], the contributions and focuses derived from the proliferation of research and grey literature publications over the past three years related to overtourism [1,10,11,16,19,22–31], represent a paradigm shift [32] in approaches to tourism sustainability, carrying capacity, the impact of tourism or destination evolution theories; in this sense, the term overtourism is used to allude to traditional concepts, to transcend its eminently theoretical aspect, and, above all, to provide a management approach that has been praised as innovative, sustainable, and a key to success [33]. The same occurs with tourist saturation in coastal tourism areas; it opens up new lines of research, such as the one put forth in this work. Nevertheless, we are aware that the marketability and popularity of the phenomenon overtourism appears to be at least partially accountable for its entry into academia, rather than its explanatory value [34].

In this paper, we have employed it as a theoretical framework for our discussion on the saturation of tourist accommodations in coastal tourism areas, in order to place the issue within a corpus of knowledge. Overtourism is a new buzzword for existing concepts of tourism congestion management [1] and the application of the classic concept of tourism carrying capacity [6,7,20,35–40], theoretical models of the evolution of a tourism space [41–43] and urban overcrowding [44]. Overtourism also describes how at certain times and locations the impact of tourism exceeds physical, ecological, social, economic, psychological, and/or political capacity thresholds [16]. In this sense, it provides a suitable framework, based on current conceptual references, on which to base our hypotheses, to define the problem of accommodation saturation in coastal tourism areas and interpret the results of our study. As such, in some ways it may be seen as a vehicle for renovating existing ideas [45,46]. This is the context of our paper.

In coherence with the definitions of overtourism provided by the Responsible Tourism Partnership and the UNWTO [1], in which the relevance of the term is related to the fact that it emphasizes that the quality of life in the area or the quality of the experience has deteriorated unacceptably”. In this way saturation and carrying capacity have a strict relation with the overtourism. Our study focuses on the latter aspect by analysing the repercussions that an excessive number of accommodations in tourism destinations can have on the tourist experience. More specifically, it analyses how tourists perceive accommodation saturation from the perspective of tourism supply, instead of the commonly used approach, which focuses on the demand.

Finally, this paper extends the perspective of overtourism to coastal tourism areas. The majority of work in this area focuses on excessive or mass tourism in non-tourism areas or in areas that
were not specifically created for tourism, with no planning and, above all, no management [22].
This lack of direction gives rise to conflicts between the right for tourists to travel and the rights
of residents [22,23,26,47–49], especially residents who are not involved in tourism activity and only
perceive the negative effects of tourist overcrowding. These studies have focused almost entirely on
the consequences of the tourisification to the cities [32,34,48–54] and on outdoor recreation [1,12,50].
This is also true of studies that have examined the conflicts and attitudes related to tourismphobia,
which includes Coping with success: Managing overcrowding in tourism destinations [23], which has
been analysed in academic circles [20,27,53]. There has also been increased academic analysis of the
exhaustion of the dominant global tourism model based on growth, which has even sparked discussion
of tourist degrowth or deturistization. However, while overcrowding is a well-known phenomenon
primarily associated with negative experiences emerging from the presence of too many tourists at
certain places and times, overtourism is a much broader and more complex phenomenon. That is why
we feel that applying overtourism to our analysis of accommodation saturation in coastal tourism
areas is a conceptual and methodological opportunity.

3. Using the Density of Tourism Accommodations Spaces to Determine the Level of Saturation in
the Canary Islands

3.1. The Tourism Accommodation Saturation in Insular Destinations

Accommodation saturation is transcendental in island destinations, especially when we include
it in the sustainability paradigm [55]. The impact of insularity on territorial planning for tourism is
manifested in the consideration of the islands as closed, fragile, discontinuous and limited systems [56].
Not only does this complicate the management of key environmental factors, but also has an impact on
its carrying capacity and, therefore, the multiple dimensions of sustainability (environmental, economic,
social and even institutional). At the same the territorial characteristics of islands make considering
accommodation saturation different than in continental areas. For example, the combination of a high
annual number of tourists per 100 inhabitants (Tourism Penetration Rate) and the annual number of
tourists per km$^2$ (Tourism Density Rate) puts a destination at a high risk of overtourism in islands and
coastal destinations [16].

This concern for tourism overcrowding is especially relevant in the insular spaces of the Canaries.
It is one of the main European destinations of mass tourism; according to the Canary Islands Statistics
Institute (ISTAC), the islands received 15,975,510 tourists in 2017 and are ranked first in Europe for
overnight stays of non-residents in tourist accommodations. However, because the demand is not
seasonal, there are no concentrations of tourists at certain times of year.

This is not the case with the territorial aspect of accommodation saturation. Of the seven islands
in the archipelago, the majority of the 415,287 regulated accommodations places in the Canaries in 2017
are concentrated on the four islands that have a consolidated tourism sector (Tenerife, Gran Canaria,
Fuerteventura and Lanzarote). At the regional scale there is an average of 61 accommodations places
per square kilometre; Gran Canaria is the island with the greatest density, with 91 accommodation
places per km$^2$, followed by Tenerife (58), Lanzarote (55) and Fuerteventura (20). Meanwhile on the
less touristic islands, the ratio is 15, 11 and 4 in La Gomera, La Palma and El Hierro, respectively. If we
consider a desirable density to be around 50–60 accommodation places per km$^2$, which would be
approximately two hectares per accommodation space, the islands with consolidated tourism have all
surpassed “sensible” levels (optimal threshold) of usage of the territorial system for tourism, with the
exception of Fuerteventura. This is why the Excultur report entitled “Monitoring the relative tourism
competitiveness of Spanish autonomous communities” [57] placed the Canaries in the 11th position
(of 15) in the level of overcrowding of municipal territory that has already been urbanized, although its
human pressure per km$^2$ was slightly below the average for all communities with 15,296 inhabitants
and tourists per km$^2$. Another aspect to consider is the occupancy of municipal territory, which
measures the percentage of occupied land in the 10 non-urban municipalities with the greatest number
of regulated accommodations spaces; in other words, it measures the total area of plots that have
been built upon in each tourism municipality in relation to the total area of the municipality. Here the Canaries destination was above the average, occupying the 7th position (of 15).

High levels of occupancy make tourists feel uncomfortable (psychological carrying capacity) because the installations, facilities, equipment, and infrastructure become overcrowded (physical carrying capacity) and the environmental quality of the area is degraded (ecological carrying capacity). A feeling arises among visitors that there are too many tourists, accommodations spaces and/or constructed space (perceptual carrying capacity). Finally, the residents (hosts) begin to manifest their rejection of the tourists (guests) (social carrying capacity). Therefore, the perception that a tourism area suffers from accommodation saturation can lead tourists feel less comfortable and enjoy themselves less, causing them to lose interest in the destination and not return, or even to advise other potential tourists not to visit. In this way it influences the image of the tourism area and the destination's attraction [39]. This could generate a negative perception of the destination, with the consequent impact on the main indicators of tourism (number of overnights, average stay, etc.) and business profitability (occupancy rates, average daily revenue per available and occupied room, etc.). In other words, it can cause the destination to become less competitive (economic carrying capacity). Therefore, excessive accommodation saturation puts a tourism area in a decisive, critical and highly uncertain situation, which can even be accompanied by symptoms of degradation/exhaustion [7]. If no action is taken, this can lead to the final stages of degeneration, with the consequent decline and even, if it is prolonged, decay of the destination. Thus, it is another of the factors that influence the decline in tourism flows, in that tourists and tour operators choose alternative [20] or emerging destinations that are less crowded, located in nearby areas, other municipalities or even other countries.

In this context, it is not hard to understand why accommodation saturation is taken into consideration in territorial planning for tourism in the Canaries. The first known reference is found in Decree 108/1999, in which the regional tourism administration declared the island of Lanzarote a “saturated area”. Later, a study entitled, “Evolution of insular indicators”, carried out within the LIFE Lanzarote 2001–2004 project, suggested that this island’s carrying capacity had been surpassed. Article 58 of Law 7/1995, April 6, Regulating Tourism in the Canaries, indicates the need to establish projections regarding the “maximum capacity” and “limits” of tourist accommodations. The Canary Islands Tourism White Book (1997) revealed the decline of the global model of tourism and the risk of entering into a crisis of viability and profitability. The Parliament of the Canaries, in a session held on 22 and 23 March, 2000, debated a legislative proposal made by the Canarian Socialist Party to study the carrying capacity of each island in order to determine the level of tourism they could handle. Ultimately, the “Canary Islands tourism moratorium” (2001-present) was justified by the need to avoid surpassing the tourism carrying capacity of the islands.

3.2. The Accommodation Saturation in Coastal Tourism Areas

Given that the Canary Islands specializes in coastal vacation accommodations, a large part of the tourism establishments are located on only 1.76% of the total area of the region [58]. The territorial concentration of urban-tourism explains why the coastal tourist areas in the archipelago have densities similar to central European cities.

Despite this, 60% of these areas have densities lower than the regional average (121,461.10 visitors housed per km²). This number was obtained from the following sequential procedure proposed by Simancas et al. [58] (Figure 1): identification and delimitation of each plot occupied by a tourism establishment → association of alphanumeric information (typology, category, age, etc.) → application of condition indicators related to the state of accommodation saturation (Table 1) → cartographic representation of the indicators through km² grids → evaluation of each indicator according to its deviation from the mean in the territorial area of reference; values above the mean can be understood as far from any degree of accommodation saturation (Table 1). Considering that accommodation density at the regional scale is 35.66 accommodation spaces per hectare and 14.08 establishments per km², 44% of tourism areas have above-average densities, concentrated in the oldest parts of these
areas. Moreover, available land, understood as land that has not yet containing construction, excepting beach areas, predominate over other usages [59]. Public spaces represent the second greatest form of occupancy (14.5%), followed by land occupied by complementary equipment. Finally, there is a high average level of virgin spaces on the coasts of tourism areas (86%); in this sense, 26% of tourism areas have a higher level than the regional average.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition indicator (2017)</th>
<th>Playa del Inglés</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area (km²)</td>
<td>3.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of accommodation spaces</td>
<td>59,764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of tourist establishments</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of travellers entered</td>
<td>1,676,729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of overnights</td>
<td>14,183,346</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Cont.
The data on accommodation saturation in coastal tourism areas in the Canaries are largely the result of applying a specific regulation on accommodation density. Decree 7/1995, which approved Gran Canaria's Territorial Planning Law, and Law 7/1995, were the first to incorporate it into urban planning instruments for the Canaries. Both considered the density of each plot of land according to the concept of "net density", proposing specific thresholds. Thus, article 35 of Law 7/1995 established the maximum density permitted in the plots used for tourist accommodations, through a standard minimum of square meters of land per accommodations space, which could be no less than 60 m². This decreased what had been set in Gran Canaria's Territorial Planning Law of 70 m²/hotel accommodations space in Costa Norte, which implied that a maximum of 285 accommodations spaces could be authorized for a plot of 20,000 m². In this way the relation between gross density (of the area) and net density (of the plot of land) became a basic control variable. This was an attempt to eliminate the excessive occupancy densities of the coastal tourism areas (30/50 m² of plot per accommodations space), which had predominated to that point. It also attempted to

---

Figure 1. (a) Process of determining the accommodation density in Playa del Inglés (Gran Canaria). (b) Accommodation density in Playa del Inglés (Gran Canaria).
Table 1. Condition indicators of accommodation saturation and their application in Playa del Inglés.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition Indicator</th>
<th>Utility for Analysing the Level of Overcrowding in Tourism Spaces</th>
<th>Playa del Inglés</th>
<th>Deviation from the Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tourist density:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of travellers accommodated per km²</td>
<td>Pressure on the tourism area</td>
<td>373,829.33</td>
<td>252,368.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodation density</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By number of accommodations spaces (per ha.)</td>
<td>Indicates the number of accommodations spaces that have been built.</td>
<td>139.24</td>
<td>104.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By number of accommodations (per km²)</td>
<td>Expresses the level of accommodation pressure in each tourism area, however, a low density is not equivalent to high quality.</td>
<td>67.06</td>
<td>52.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By area of the accommodation (per km²)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of urban saturation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average size of the establishments (in km²)</td>
<td>An urban morphology composed of small plots of land generates a sense of accumulation, of a motley and overcrowded space, like a compact, continuous and dense city, which is usually associated with density.</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of “saturated” plots of land</td>
<td>According to the Canary Islands Tourism Planning guidelines, a plot is “saturated” when it exceeds 50 m² of plot per accommodation space</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>−9.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of beach m²</td>
<td>The EU average is 6 m² of beach per tourist [60]</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>−22.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By accommodation space</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.97</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By travellers accommodated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of built space in relation to free space</td>
<td>Allows the level of occupancy of private spaces to be estimated</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of uses of tourism space (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space occupied by the accommodation</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space occupied by complementary equipment</td>
<td>Expresses the percentage of coastline not occupied by urbanization, providing a relative level of natural space</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public space</td>
<td></td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of the space</td>
<td></td>
<td>101.74</td>
<td>25.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ISTAC. Created by authors.
The data on accommodation saturation in coastal tourism areas in the Canaries are largely the result of applying a specific regulation on accommodation density. Decree 7/1995, which approved Gran Canaria’s Territorial Planning Law, and Law 7/1995, were the first to incorporate it into urban planning instruments for the Canary Islands. Both considered the density of each plot of land according to the concept of “net density”, proposing specific thresholds. Thus, article 35 of Law 7/1995 established the maximum density permitted in the plots used for tourist accommodations, through a standard minimum of square meters of land per accommodations space, which could be no less than 60 m\(^2\). This decreased what had been set in Gran Canaria’s Territorial Planning Law of 70 m\(^2\)/hotel accommodations space in Costa Norte, which implied that a maximum of 285 accommodations spaces could be authorized for a plot of 20,000 m\(^2\). In this way the relation between gross density (of the area) and net density (of the plot of land) became a basic control variable. This was an attempt to eliminate the excessive occupancy densities of the coastal tourism areas (30/50 m\(^2\) of plot per accommodations space), which had predominated to that point. It also attempted to establish low densities in still-undeveloped land by limiting the number of new accommodation spaces per buildable plot by fixing a net density (understood as a tourism ratio) directly applicable to new tourism authorizations, and introducing introduction various proportions of accommodations/services and equipment. This was converted into a variable to control the authorized gross density and in its consequent relation with net density.

Later, Decree 10/2001, 22 January, which regulated tourism standards and proposed higher densities, was inserted in the tourism moratorium mentioned above. These standards set the minimum sizes of the plots that could be occupied by new constructions of tourist accommodation establishments. It maintained the 60 m\(^2\) plot/accommodation space standard and added a 50 m\(^2\) standard for building renovation areas or zones, as well as a series of parameters related to infrastructures, equipment, buildability and heights; these parameters were slightly modified by article 13 of Decree 142/2010, 4 October, which approved the Tourist Accommodation Regulation. The territorial implementation of the minimum standard has generated a relation between accommodation capacity and the physical dimensions of new tourist accommodation establishments, giving rise to a construction model that Simancas [14] has denominated “horizontal hotels”, in an attempt to imitate “Caribbean resorts”.

Finally, the Canary Tourism Planning Guidelines, approved by Law 19/2003, consider a tourism area to be “saturated” when its gross density exceeds 200 accommodations spaces per hectare. This parameter is lower than the minimum required by Decree 42/2010. The 42% of the tourism areas have “saturated” plots of land and, therefore, a significant number of tourist accommodation establishments whose plots do not surpass 50 m\(^2\) per accommodations space [58].

4. Discussion: Critical Analysis of the Use of Accommodation Density as an Indicator of the Level of Urban Saturation of Tourism Areas of Canary Islands Destination

The first weaknesses is that density is an arbitrary, ambiguous concept that is difficult, if not impossible, to define in absolute terms. There are also some doubts regarding its analytical relevance, despite the existence of scientific-academic literature with conceptual and methodological orientations that have some technical backing and acceptance among the scientific community that equate the level of tourist accommodation saturation to the negative perception of residents who experience the arrival of tourists during the irritation phase in Doxey’s model [61], the stagnation stage of Butler’s tourism life cycle [41] and Pizam’s description of the social costs to destination communities [62]. This explains why little progress has been made in its application, as it is not easy to put in to operation through case studies [8], especially those related to sustainable tourism [63]. However, “the emphasis of the research has changed from general discussion to specific case studies and the main interest has been shifting from the search for numeric limits (fixed and standardized capacity thresholds for each type of tourism activity) to the development of theoretical-conceptual frameworks for planning and managing tourism areas that are configured as more flexible tools, within which a consensus is reached regarding tolerable levels of tourism impact” [64] (p. 221); in this sense, we highlight the methodologies that have incorporated the concept of capacity from a systematic and integral vision of tourism management,

One of the most relevant indicators proposed by Peeters et al. [16] to measure overtourism is tourism density (bed-nights/km$^2$). In addition to the relation with the density of the tourist accommodation, this supposes the second weakness: the level of accommodation saturation is defined by a set of evaluation standards (saturation benchmarks). Defert [67] proposed the “tourist function index”, understood as the number of hotel and non-hotel accommodation spaces per every 100 inhabitants, pointing out that values greater than 1000 generated functional hypertrophy. UNWTO [3] considers 2 to 4 accommodations spaces per 100 inhabitants a generally acceptable ratio. Shelby and Heberlein [6] (p. 62) pose that “The carrying capacity has been exceeded when more than two thirds of the visitors feel overcrowded. If less than a third perceive overcrowding, the area probably is within its carrying capacity. When the perception of overcrowding is between those two thresholds, this rule provides no determination”. Another approach is through the number of tourists and its relation with the surface area or with the local population [68,69]. In the same way, tourism density, expressed through indicators such as the number of accommodation spaces per 100 inhabitants or per km$^2$, allows potential social or environmental pressures to be identified: while Machado considers that adequate thresholds for insular spaces are 20 accommodation spaces/km$^2$ and 0.5 accommodation spaces/inhabitant [70], the social-environmental tourism pressure index proposed by Fernández-Latorre and Díaz del Olmo [71] proposed 1000 accommodation spaces/km$^2$ as maximum values.

As can be observed, accommodation saturation is essentially an exercise in defining optimal limits or maximum and absolute numerical thresholds, in a way similar to identifying carrying capacities [72]. This explains why the process is excessively oriented toward the search for “magic numbers” through a mathematical formula or a mechanical method. Therefore, it is a strictly quantitative issue. This is an overly arbitrary simplification that denigrates this technique [73].

Similarly, there are no reference thresholds that allow the degree to which each variable fulfills accommodation saturation to be interpreted, while at the same time each tourist area presents a specific degree that cannot be extrapolated from one to the other. Furthermore, very few empirical studies have been published [74]. There is also no specific and generally accepted methodology to measure and evaluate these critical thresholds of accommodation density. Moreover, such maximum limits are generally difficult, if not impossible, to measure. They also involve value judgments, with the consequent degree of subjectivity. Its estimation cannot be solely based on scientific-technical criteria, despite the fact that certain reference values are regulated or are the result of objective technical measurements [75,76], in that perhaps it does not correspond to the perception of tourism overcrowding. In the same way, an environmental bias can be observed [77].

Furthermore, these maximum accommodation density thresholds indicate the critical level at which saturation is perceived negatively. These are defined using a quantitative approach that employs various scientifically-valid condition indicators (Table 1) that are relevant, reliable, sensitive, predictive, comprehensible, comparable, quantifiable, cost-efficient, transparent and provide geographic coverage. This is why it is necessary to have a specific set of disaggregated statistical data at the micro-local scale. However, official public sources of information at the regional (autonomous community), insular and municipal levels do not provide them. This forces us to turn to different mechanisms, such as Geographic Information Systems (GIS), which are highly useful tools. These systems not only allow the spatial variables used to estimate accommodation overcrowding to be mapped—and, therefore, to create graphic representations—but also to generate and analyse geographic information, as well as systematize data with statistical value [78]. This makes it possible to establish a dynamic link between the data (attributes) and their spatial positioning, while simultaneously carrying out geometric analyses based on the topology of the elements. It also allows data to be obtained at an unprecedented scale, greater than that which is provided by official sources at any level of the administration. The data can also be presented at different levels of territorial aggregation, which resolves the major limitations to statistical information at the local level from a quantitative and qualitative perspective; thus, it is
essential to define the usage distribution of the spaces in each tourism area, which is necessary to
determine accommodation densities (per tourist accommodation establishment, per accommodation
space, etc.). It also makes it possible to obtain statistical and descriptive information from the tourism
area itself; thus, it contributes to more efficiently and effectively produce tourism statistics from
geographic data. Indeed, the data generated by sources that are not purely statistical, such as those
obtained from the GIS make it possible to improve the relevance, opportunity and timeliness of the
products offered by official statistics regarding accommodation saturation.

The fourth weakness is related to the premise that urban-tourism spaces usually have “highly
diversified densities and degrees of consumption and occupancy of the territory, depending on the
model of the product offered in each setting and the scale at which consumption is established” \[79\]
(p. 47). This means that coastal tourism areas behave like complex, heterogeneous and dynamic
territorial systems, with formal and functional specificities according to its morphological characteristics.
From this perspective, analysis of accommodation density should be done through the behaviour
of those areas in territorial units that share a certain level of homogeneity, following the concept of
“micro-destinations” \[80\].

The fifth weakness has to do with the implementation of accommodation density standards related
to the frequent use of the “quality tourism” euphemism and the idea that larger establishments provide
greater comfort to clients \[13\]. Both are based on the conceptual and outdated error of basing the
quality of a tourist accommodation establishment on its rating and minimum physical parameters \[79\].

Similarly, the accommodation density is used in the Canaries Island destination as a basic reference
to determine the quality of tourist accommodation establishments. Applying physical standards is
among the strategies used to this end. This consists in using a legal approach to either establish a
number of minimum physical parameters as quantifiable limits (and, for that matter, objectives), or
desirable characteristics or levels of amenities, which vary according to the type of provision it is. Therefore, regarding regulated (that is, legally accredited) tourist accommodations, the most common
is to set a minimum floor space for each bed place in m\(^2\), measured on the buildable lot. In addition
to these parameters, there are other standards that affect urbanization, characterized by increased
free space, etc., giving rise to urban areas that are determined by a certain way of developing a
city. In this sense, the most frequent measures taken by destination management organizations and
local governments to soften the negative effects of overtourism are related, among other actions, to
improving the capacity of the infrastructures, accommodations and facilities. The above common
measures are all in the realm of current tourism management strategies and practices, but are not
necessarily the most appropriate. The lack of monitoring instruments or programs makes it difficult to
assess the effectiveness of the measures in place.

However, it necessary to replace physical criteria to classify accommodation establishments.
Quantitative criteria that exclusively consider the physical or functional parameters of a tourist
establishment are no longer enough to obtain the quality of service that clients need and expect. At the
same time, quality tourist accommodation establishments are not obtained just by reducing density,
which is the significant standard; neither is low quality in tourist areas caused only by excessive density.
According to the 2014 report published by the Confederación Española de Hoteles y Alojamientos
Turísticos regarding the performance of hotels from 2008 to 2013, those that have specialized and
distinguished themselves by offering quality service have positioned themselves in specific market
niches, thereby increasing their rates and profits. Therefore, fixing tourism density standards in the
Canaries has fallen into the common mistake of omitting the (subjective) perception of the client and,
above all, meeting their expectations, which are measurable through qualitative and intangible criteria
(service, personal attention, etc.).

As can be seen, it no longer makes sense to set physical parameters for quality that are measurable
through categories; it is a continuation of an outmoded regulatory framework that is disconnected from
the dynamic tourism market. This is due to the fact that there is no longer a direct relation between
quality and size/stars. Moreover, such standards are no longer the sole and fundamental reference
that clients use to choose tourist accommodation establishments for two fundamental reasons. On the one hand, their categories are estimated through characteristics such as the brand or the diversity of services or experiences (entertainment, sensations, emotions, etc.). On the other, access to information, in real time, through multiple channels supported by information and communication technologies and virtual platforms, reduces the importance of the tourist accommodation establishment’s category; in this sense, online reputation—and, therefore, positive reviews given by the clients themselves on social networks—have become a decisive factor in choosing and recommending accommodations.

The sixth weakness is that accommodation overcrowding in coastal tourism areas is increasing due to the proliferation of buildings used in two situations associated with “residentialization”: the residential tourism-vacation use of private tourist accommodations and the non-tourism residential use of homes. These processes have been consolidated as structural elements of the territorial and functional dynamic of coastal tourism areas in the Canaries; thus, 25.8% of the total population in 2015 was registered in municipalities that could be described as touristic, while 42.1% of the population of tourism municipalities resided in those areas [81].

The last weakness is associated with the relation between accommodation density as a parameter of urban saturation in a tourism area and the level of tourist satisfaction. In this sense, physical parameters that define accommodation density become more important when they are related to and treated as a measurement of tourist satisfaction and perception [36,38,82–85]. This provides a more perceptive (rather than qualitative) dimension to accommodation density, as it involves the tourist making value judgments regarding the predetermined thresholds. Tourist perceptions of the maximum limits of accommodation density are defined by subjective ideas, experiences and attitudes. This differentiates accommodation saturation from carrying capacity, which tends to only, or preferentially, consider the supply perspective [72]. However, the level of tourist accommodation saturation in coastal tourism destinations is not a decisive for tourist satisfaction. For example, according to statistics provided by the ISTAC, the repeat visitation rate was 77.3%, 16.9% had at least 10 prior visits and 64.9% had been too the Canaries before; this data shows that tourists are not uncomfortable in the Canaries, despite the high density of tourist accommodations. The level of accommodation density in Playa del Inglés is conditioned by the fact that, according to ISTAC, 80% of visitors rate their satisfaction as very good or good, which is above the regional (79.3%) and insular (76.8%) averages.

Similarly, overtourism is a more complex and multifaceted phenomenon than overcrowding. Further “crowding” and “overcrowding” should not be confused with density. Crowding generally refers to a psychological response to density, that is, to feelings of having a lack of privacy, or unwanted interactions [86–88] or places pressure on resources or has an impact on broader economic or social goals [89]. This is why considering satisfaction allows us to propose a weakness of using accommodation density, as well as how to avoid confusing it with crowding, consistent with the overtourism approach.

Finally, there are difficulties involved in measuring qualitative aspects of visitor satisfaction and, by extension, the deterioration of the quality of the tourist experience. In reality, when a tourist is “unsatisfied with a product” it is not just because accommodation oversaturation makes them uncomfortable, there are many different factors [90]. The intangible components not directly connected to the number of tourist accommodations that still affect tourist satisfaction include:

(a) The tourist profile, which is a mixture of socio-economic (income), cultural, demographic (age) and psychological characteristics [91,92], the different kinds of spaces and resources used, the type of activities they engage in [93], their personal motivations (preferences, behaviour and assessments), their psychological adaptation to different conditions and types of activities [90,94], familiarity with the destination [82], etc.

(b) The behaviour of the local population. If the tourist perceives the residents to be friendly, they are more likely to forgive some of the negative effects of the feeling of overcrowding.

(c) The obsolescence of tourist accommodation establishments (physical, functional, business model, organizational model, forms of segmentation, sales channels, etc.). This is not necessarily caused
by poor management, but rather because they have insufficient utility or functionality or because tastes, motivations and demands change.

(d) Using as a reference Wohlwill’s level of adaptation theory (1966), tourists from high-density urban areas prefer concentrated areas that are different from their normal environment, to provide contrast, but not too different [38]. Further, the tourists generally are more tolerant of visitor density when visiting a culture other than their own [10,11]. Therefore, coastal tourist areas can capture clients who are accustomed to living in heavily concentrated environments.

Repeat visits, if associated with a high level of satisfaction, is a positive indicator of tourist loyalty [95], ensuring the probability that they will return to the destination. However, while visitors are more tolerant of overcrowding on initial visits to a destination, if they see changes when they return will they stop going, in accordance with the “last settler syndrome” [80].

It has been highlighted that crowding can also be positive [63]. This vision has been largely overlooked [96], despite its growing relevance in tourism [97]. Notions of ‘being in the right place’ in the wider context of ‘following’ trends have gained importance because of information cascades and the concentration of news flows in the age of social media [98], as well as an increasing focus by consumers on the acquisition of unique experiences, rather than material possessions as markers of identity [99] in social media channels.

Once again there is a lack of data regarding the level of satisfaction at the micro-local level. Therefore, it is necessary to use other response indicators (Table 2). These describe tourist perception of accommodation saturation in coastal tourism areas. Although they depend on certain socio-economic conditions, these response indicators detect individual and collective reactions to the accommodation capacity of each tourist destination/area, defined by condition indicators: while the latter allow the current situation of Canarian tourist areas to be defined, response indicators provide the evidence needed to check if tourists perceive a level of accommodation saturation, while resolving the lack of necessary surveys. This information is evaluated by comparing it with regional and insular averages (Table 2) and by its positive temporal dynamic (Table 3).

| Table 2. Response indicators of accommodation overcrowding and their application in Playa del Inglés. |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Indicator                        | Utility for Analysing the Level of Overcrowding in Tourism Spaces | Playa del Inglés | Deviation from the Mean |
|                                 |                                 | Regional | Insular |
| Loyalty: repeat visit index (%)  | Provides information regarding the tourist’s level of satisfaction with the destination. | 85.1     | 9.7     | 8.2     |
| Tourist profile                 |                                 |          |         |         |
| Average daily spending (in euros) | A higher average expenditure can be interpreted as corresponding to a more demanding tourist, with the accompanying risk that an inversely proportional relationship is produced between the two variables. | 142.99   | 17.47   | 13.64   |
| Average length of stay (in days) | Number of days that visitors remain in the regulated establishments. It is calculated as a ratio between overnight stays and the number of visitors. | 8.72     | 0.70    | 0.65    |
| Average occupancy (%)           | Indicates the relation between total overnight stays and the product of accommodation spaces, including extra beds, and the number of days the overnight stays refer to | 45.2     | −16.0   | −9.5    |
| Profitability of the accommodations sector | It shows the average rates that for occupied rooms, that is, the value of the establishment’s billing. | 76.24    | 9.20    | 3.33    |
| Average Daily Rate (ADR) (in euros) | Shows the actual amount of income. It allows the effectiveness of the establishment to be measured, because it considers both occupied and unoccupied rooms. | 46.71    | 1.62    | −0.77   |

Source: ISTAC.
Table 3. Evolution of response indicators of accommodation overcrowding in Playa del Inglés.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Visitors</th>
<th>Overnight Stays</th>
<th>Average Length of Stay</th>
<th>Occupancy Index per Rooms-Apartments</th>
<th>Occupancy Index per Accommodation Space</th>
<th>Average Daily Rate (ADR) (in Euros)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1,472,345</td>
<td>13,093,999</td>
<td>8.89</td>
<td>66.71</td>
<td>53.71</td>
<td>51.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1,390,884</td>
<td>12,316,260</td>
<td>8.85</td>
<td>66.48</td>
<td>51.40</td>
<td>53.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1,453,881</td>
<td>12,958,630</td>
<td>8.91</td>
<td>72.07</td>
<td>55.44</td>
<td>56.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1,379,927</td>
<td>12,219,271</td>
<td>8.86</td>
<td>67.66</td>
<td>52.15</td>
<td>59.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1,394,002</td>
<td>12,184,316</td>
<td>8.74</td>
<td>70.10</td>
<td>53.07</td>
<td>62.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>1,384,916</td>
<td>12,028,550</td>
<td>8.69</td>
<td>69.67</td>
<td>52.68</td>
<td>66.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>1,449,250</td>
<td>12,471,578</td>
<td>8.61</td>
<td>69.77</td>
<td>56.44</td>
<td>69.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>1,616,666</td>
<td>13,944,100</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>80.12</td>
<td>64.34</td>
<td>75.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>1,676,729</td>
<td>14,183,346</td>
<td>8.46</td>
<td>79.67</td>
<td>65.02</td>
<td>76.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ISTAC.

5. Conclusions

Describing a tourism destination as “saturated” from the perspective of overtourism, implies the sensation that there are excessive amounts of accommodations places (accommodation density). It verifies the existence of a negative impact, understood as a change regarded as undesirable by the tourists.

In order to determine the level of accommodation saturation in a coastal tourism area; the situation must first be simplified by identifying and examining the most relevant aspects, in order to offer synthetic, measurable information regarding how tourists perceive the tourism accommodation capacity. It can be used to estimate the limits (capacity) of the area to attract tourists before they perceive the negative impacts, when the specific maximum threshold for satisfaction is exceeded. The usefulness of this parameter is based on its capacity to define “the level of tourist use that provides sustained quality recreation” [62,100]. However, to determine the optimal accommodation density of a coastal tourism area, we must consider more than just pressure and condition indicators to define accommodation capacity in each tourist destination/area; we also have to examine response indicators related to the behaviour of the demand and, more specifically, the opinion of the tourists through their level of satisfaction.

Furthermore, estimating the optimal limit for accommodation saturation is not an end in and of itself, but rather an instrument that can provide continuous, relevant information to those in charge of making decisions related to planning and managing mature tourist destinations. Therefore, it is a management concept which reflects the objectives of managers or those responsible for satisfying tourists and local residents [101].

The same occurs with the need to correct excessive use or to adjust the demand to the supply of tourist accommodations. In this sense, accommodation density can be employed as a reference to properly manage the growth of tourism. In addition, the perception of accommodation saturation by tourists can set off alarms when tourist satisfaction with the destination drops off sharply. Therefore, it is a mechanism that can efficiently determine the permissibility or prohibition of new tourist accommodation uses and, therefore, to properly define the types, behaviours, rhythms and intensity of development, the rules and regulations regarding the availability and distribution of terrain, in accordance with the functionality and capacities of the provisions, infrastructures and essential public services (electricity supply, water storage, road systems, waste treatment and other general systems).

The effects of accommodation saturation in a coastal tourism area are, only recently, being discussed in relation with solving social conflicts; however its link with environmental impacts has long been known. Saturation and crowding are the most obvious manifestations. These situations are traditionally addressed in carrying capacity studies without achieving the objectives that are sought
after. However, while it continues to be a popular concept to assess the negative consequences of tourism, the usefulness has been questioned of the overtourism perspective.

Just as occurs with tourist carrying capacity, analyzing the level of accommodation overcrowding in a coastal tourism area plays a heavy role in maintaining and improving competitiveness. In this sense, tourist satisfaction achieved when the tourist area is not seen as saturated is a decisive factor not only to create an attractive image, but also to encourage repeat visits (loyalty), because it has a positive effect on post-sale behaviour and, hence, recommendations and online reputation, both of which are essential to attract new tourists. Moreover, the fact that a tourist area does not show signs of accommodation saturation can be used in promotional campaigns to capture new clients.

In this context, tourist satisfaction is a perception factor that can be used to estimate when a coastal tourism area may be considered saturated by tourist accommodations upon reaching a minimum level. More specifically, the accommodation density is a parameter for urban saturation in a tourism area, when related to the level of tourist satisfaction. However, we have verified in this paper that there is no correlation between these two variables, at least in coastal tourism areas in the Canaries, as high-density areas produce high levels of tourist satisfaction. Therefore, we propose that the level of tourist accommodation saturation in coastal tourism destinations is not an indicator for tourist satisfaction. Moreover, the impacts of crowding on appraisals and behaviour are complex. Substantial research conducted in related contexts has shown that crowding can reduce people’s satisfaction, attitude, and loyalty. The crowding assessments may vary considerably across visitor types, contexts, times, and territories [54]. The crowding studies should be conducted also in settings in which tourists have a range of norms and tolerances, and overall negativity to visitor density should not be taken for granted [96,101].

Definitely, tourist accommodation density is a measure the level of saturation in urban coastal tourism areas. We believe this is necessary because it is an indicator used to determine a state that is undesirable for tourists, when certain carrying capacities of the tourist-urban area are considered to have too many tourist accommodations and bed places. Thus, a coastal tourism area can be considered saturated by accommodations when tourist satisfaction falls to a minimum level, causing interest and tolerance level in the destination to be unacceptably altered. This concept is also inherent to the notion of sustainability. In this way saturation and carrying capacity have a strict relation with the overtourism. This idea relates tourist accommodation density with the possible feeling of crowding and, at the same time, with overtourism [1].

Finally, we must remember that “growth is not the enemy, but rather how we manage it” [1]. This approach applied to the excessive density of accommodations implies the need for specific regulation and, above all, sustainable management and to consider quantitative as well as qualitative indicators to ensure a comprehensive vision of tourism’s impact on the destination. Similarly, the result of tourist accommodation density measurements will always depend on the territorial context. Thus a tailor-made management strategy must be developed to cope with the current situation in each specific destination [1]. Similarly, the consideration of a tourist accommodation saturated will vary with the values of those asking the questions and establishing the conditions for measurement.
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